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As inflation bites and consumers become increasingly price-sensitive, supermarkets face a battle to maintain loyalty.

The price increase of food exceeded overall inflation in 2022. As an essential spending category, this puts even more pressure on consumers, and led to **65% of grocery shoppers buying more at discounters** and **72% buying more own-label products** than they used to.

The disproportionate increases in private label prices resulted in consumers saving less when trading down. With **price and promotions being the main factors when deciding where to shop for groceries**, supermarkets have to work even harder to **provide extra value** for their customers. Highlighting the provenance and quality of local food can encourage people to trade up, even in tough times, since **localism is a factor of choice for 32% of sustainable shoppers**.

Supermarkets should consider partnering with technology companies to **offer customers more convenient shopping solutions** (eg cashless stores). Despite slow growth so far, there is **still potential in online grocery**, which is why supermarkets should integrate their concepts early
enough. **Omnichannel will play a key role** here, aligning customers’ online and offline shopping experiences, for example in loyalty programs. Own digital loyalty programs should also be used to create a more **personalised shopping experience**. Better **targeted offers** increase the attention of price-sensitive customers.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Key issues covered in this report

- Overview
- The five-year outlook for the grocery retail market

Market context

- Food prices will continue to rise
  - Graph 1: consumers who agree that more retailers should offer click-and-collect for online grocery orders, by age, 2022
- An ageing population and emergence of Gen Z demands a more flexible approach
  - Graph 2: private households by household size, 1991, 2020 and household projection 2040

Mintel predicts

- Market size and forecast

Opportunities

- Leverage technology to add value
  - Graph 3: influence of loyalty schemes on grocery shoppers, by generation, 2022
- Support customers’ ethical shopping habits
  - Graph 4: consumers who used social media for inspiration on what products to buy in the last three months, 2022

The competitive landscape

- Edeka and Rewe dominate the supermarket landscape
  - Graph 5: leading retailers’ estimated share of the supermarket retail market, 2021

MARKET DRIVERS

The German economy

- Graph 6: key economic data, in real terms, 2019-24
- Inflation continues to be the key concern in 2023 for consumers, brands and the economy...
- ...impacting financial wellbeing and consumer expenditure

The impact of the economy on supermarkets

- Graph 7: household and lifestyle issues faced in the last two months, 2022
- ...challenging household finances and therefore supermarkets
- Food retailers react to the cost-of-living crisis to support struggling consumers
Online shopping and digital innovations
• Online shopping frequency declines slightly in 2022
  - Graph 8: number of times people shopped online, 2020-22
• Quick commerce market will see further consolidation
  - Graph 9: consumers that have never bought groceries online but would like to, by area, 2022
• Contactless future, technology for a convenient shopping experience

Social development
• Demographic shift takes shape in Germany
  - Graph 10: share of maximum adult population projections, by age group, 2022-32
• Demographic change represents a challenge for supermarkets
• Seniors as a target group are still growing, but so is Generation Z
  - Graph 11: private households by household size, 1991-2040

Ethical lifestyles
• Young people are driving ethical change...
  - Graph 12: motivational factors to buy from a specific retailer/brand by generation, 2022

MARKET ACTIVITY

Sector size and forecast
• After lockdowns, supermarkets’ growth is returning to pre-pandemic levels
  - Graph 13: market size for supermarkets, 2015-22 (fore)
• The sector is set to sustain growth over the next five-year period
  - Graph 14: change in grocery retail sales vs same month of the previous year, real and nominal, 2022

Consumer spending
  - Graph 15: change in consumption expenditure for groceries, drinks and tobacco compared to the corresponding period of the previous year, 2019-22*
• Consumer spending is climbing in nominal terms...
  - Graph 16: consumer expenditure on groceries, drinks and tobacco, by quarter, not price-adjusted, 2017-22
• ...but only due to sharp increases in food prices
  - Graph 17: consumer expenditure on groceries, drinks and tobacco, by quarter, price-adjusted, 2017-22
• Food is taking up an ever larger share of disposable income

Channels of distribution
• Supermarkets’ share of the total retail market stagnated, while online retailing gained ground
  - Graph 18: share of total retail market, by distribution channel, 2020-21
WHAT CONSUMERS WANT AND WHY

Who shops for groceries?

- Majority of German households have one primary grocery shopper
  - Graph 19: responsibility for grocery shopping, by gender, 2022
  - Graph 20: shopping frequency for groceries in a typical month, 2021 vs 2022

Main vs top-up shops

- Top-up shops remain important when grocery shopping
- Reach younger people doing their main shopping at one store...
- ...and older people who shop more often and less
- Smaller and top-up shops are more popular among single households
  - Graph 21: purchasing pattern in relation to grocery shopping by lifestage and age, 2022
- Bring ready-to-snack options to single households

Grocery retailers shopped at

- Aldi still leads in terms of usage
  - Graph 22: grocery retailer shopped at in a typical month, NET, 2021-22
  - Graph 23: most money spent in a typical month by top-four retailer, 2019-22
- Convenience shows a bigger impact than price image
  - Graph 24: main and secondary shoppers by retailer, 2021
  - Graph 25: main and secondary shoppers by retailer, 2022
- ...making the discounter especially interesting for smaller top-up shoppers
- Majority of grocery shoppers go to two or three retailers
- Aldi also attracts main supermarket shoppers
- Almost half of primary Aldi shoppers also shop at Rewe

Types of stores used

- Graph 26: most money spent in a month, by store formats, 2020-22
- Graph 27: most money spent in a month by store formats and financial situation, 2022
- No big run on discounters, but they are more considered
- Get rid of high-cost image to prevent customers from turning away in times of uncertainty
- Due to price wars, Rewe and Netto kicked brands off shelves
- Prices for private labels rise faster than for branded products
- Hypermarkets are losing momentum
- Bring convenience to the shopping experience
- Kaufland targets discounters with its latest ad
  - Graph 28: retailers with stores shopped with online in the last 12 months, 2022
• Product range and price as the foundation for grocery shopping online...
• ...but stick to quick commerce as premium service
  - Graph 29: consumers who agree that more retailers should offer click-and-collect for online grocery orders, by age, 2022

Factors and habits when grocery shopping
• More grocery shoppers are making price and promotions essential for their retailer decision
  - Graph 30: factors that became more or less important when choosing where to shop for groceries in the last 12 months, 2022
  - Graph 31: expected changes in behaviour due to rising consumer prices, 2022
  - Graph 32: changed shopping habits in the last 12 months, 2022
• When trading down becomes less effective, value and loyalty are king
• Supermarket shoppers seek more value for money
• Generation Z has higher expectations on grocers than the average shopper...
  - Graph 33: factors that became more important among German consumers vs Generation Z, 2022
• ...but offers many opportunities to address them
• Transparent prices: consumers are in the mood for comparison
• Innovating with tech is key for supermarkets
• REWE launches second phase of REWE Pick&Go
• Consumers want more personalisation when it comes to their health
  - Graph 34: sustainability-related choice factors in food and drink, 2022

Loyalty and membership schemes
• Loyalty programs have established themselves well across German society
• Setting up own loyalty program pays off
• Lidl combines several benefits in one Lidl Plus App
• The potential of non-members
  - Graph 35: influence of loyalty schemes on grocery shoppers by generation, 2022
• Examples of retailers that offer deals with loyalty programs
• Listen carefully to trends among younger consumer groups
• Target the needs of young single households

Attitudes towards grocery shopping
• Cost saving is the main driver for grocery shopping...
  - Graph 36: behaviours regarding grocery shopping, 2022
  - Graph 37: consideration taking out short-term loan for grocery payments, by generation, 2022
• Support consumers in saving money, but avoid information overload
• Unpackaged stations address three sustainability needs at once...
• ...but many of them still struggle
• Give consumers an incentive to behave sustainably and keep them motivated by making progress visible
• How the fight against food waste brings more convenience and lower costs for customers
  - Graph 38: rising cost of living and attitude towards sustainability, 2022
• Sustainable behaviour gets more creative

RETAILER ACTIVITY

Leading retailers
• Leading supermarkets – Germany

Market share
• Edeka and Rewe dominate the supermarket retail landscape
  - Graph 39: estimated leading supermarkets’ share of the supermarket retail market, 2021

Online
• Online sales development in ecommerce in the food segment, 2019-22**
• Graph 41: accumulated ecommerce sales each year, 2019-22*
• eCommerce will continue to be an important channel for customers
  - Graph 42: use of online shopping for groceries, 2022
  - Graph 43: retailers shopped at online, 2022

Retail innovation
• ‘Crowdshipping’: Edeka tests French delivery concept
• Discounters enter the grocery delivery market
• Fully automated store: Rewe and EnbW cooperate to cover two customer needs with one store
• Aldi and Rewe launch offers via WhatsApp and chatbots on Instagram
• Edeka focusses on regionality with new E-Centers
• Weis market unifies online and offline shopping experience
• Rewe and Deutsche Bahn address rural supply – by bus

Advertising and marketing activity
• Divided society: Penny promotes more openness and supports productive discussion
• Rethink instead of resign: Rewe provides answers to sustainability questions
• ‘Discountcheap’ promise: Kaufland measures its product prices against discounters
• Own brand at discount prices
• A different kind of christmas story: Kaufland and entertainer Knossi make history on twitch
• Lidl limits marketing to children to healthy options
APPENDIX

Appendix – products covered, abbreviations and consumer research methodology and language usage
• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology
• Generations
• A note on language

Appendix – repertoire analysis methodology
• Repertoire analysis methodology

Appendix – market size and forecast
• Forecast methodology
• Forecast methodology – fan chart
• Market size – value
• Market forecast and prediction intervals – value
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